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Abstract—We construct general biorthogonal Coifman wavelet
systems, a new class of compactly supported biorthogonal wavelet
systems with vanishing moments equally distributed for a scaling
function and wavelet pair. A time-domain design method is
employed and closed-form expressions for the impulse responses
and the frequency responses of the corresponding dual filters are
derived. The resulting filter coefficients are all dyadic fractions,
which is an attractive feature in the realization of multiplicationfree discrete wavelet transform. Even-ordered systems in this
family are symmetric, which correspond to linear-phase dual
filters. In particular, three filterbanks (FB’s) in this family are
systematically verified to have competitive compression potential
to the 9-7 tap biorthogonal wavelet FB by Cohen et al., which
is currently the most widely used one in the field of wavelet
transform coding. In addition, the proposed FB’s have much
smaller computational complexity in terms of floating-point operations required in transformation, and therefore indicate a better
tradeoff between compression performance and computational
complexity.
Index Terms—Image coding, source coding, transform coding,
wavelet transforms.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE DISCRETE wavelet transform (DWT) has been applied extensively to digital image processing, especially
transform coding of digital images and digital image sequences. Since images are mostly smooth (except for occasional edges), it seems appropriate that the wavelets should
be reasonably smooth, which requires the associated filters
to be long enough to obtain good smoothness and energy
compaction capability. However, this will increase the computational cost of the corresponding transformation. On the other
hand, it is desirable that the finite impulse response (FIR)
filterbank (FB) be linear phase (corresponding to symmetry
for wavelets and scaling functions). Unfortunately, it has been
shown that orthogonality and symmetry are conflict properties
for design of compactly supported nontrivial wavelets [1, p.
252, Th. 8.1.4]. The highly important linear phase constraint
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corresponding to symmetric wavelets may be maintained by
relaxing the orthogonality constraint and using biorthogonal
wavelet bases. Design of symmetric biorthogonal wavelet
systems with their associated DWT having good compression
potential and low computational complexity is an important
issue in the area of wavelet transform coding.
A. Previous Work
Recently, biorthogonal wavelet systems1 have been constructed [2]–[4]. In order to obtain reasonably smooth
wavelets, Cohen et al. preassigned a number of vanishing
moments on the two wavelets and determined the coefficients
of the corresponding filters by factorizing trigonometric
polynomials [2]. Several classes of symmetric and compactly
supported biorthogonal wavelet systems (e.g., biorthogonal
spline wavelet systems) were constructed by using their
frequency-domain method. In [3], Vetterli and Herley
constructed symmetric biorthogonal wavelet systems with
vanishing moments imposed on wavelets using an FBbased approach. In [4], Phoong et al. proposed a framework
for construction and implementation of a certain class of
biorthogonal FB’s that covers some causal stable infinite
impulse response (IIR) FB’s and some linear-phase FIR
FB’s. A general framework, a so-called lifting scheme, was
proposed by Sweldens [5], which does not rely on spectral
factorization and allows painless custom-design construction
of biorthogonal wavelet systems. In addition, a lifted fast
biorthogonal wavelet transform on this scheme was suggested
in [5], which may be viewed as a generalization of the
implementation proposed in [4].
The 9-7 tap biorthogonal wavelet FB (CDF-9-7 FB) designed in [2, Table 6.2] has become the most widely used
wavelet system in the field of wavelet transform coding,
and has been chosen as the only candidate FB in the FBI’s
fingerprint image compression standard [6]. In [7], several
filter-based metrics are proposed to test the compression
performance of over 4300 candidate FB’s and the CDF9-7 FB has turned out to be one of the best FB’s for
image compression. One major disadvantage of the CDF-97 FB lies in the fact that, because all the filter coefficients
are irrational, the computational complexity of its associated
DWT and inverse DWT (IDWT) is much higher than that
of the DWT/IDWT using biorthogonal spline wavelet filters
[2], whose coefficients are all dyadic fractions. In [8], a
1 In this paper, we only consider two-band (or two-channel) biorthogonal
wavelet systems possessing perfect reconstruction property.
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multiplication-free DWT/IDWT algorithm using some short
spline wavelet systems was proposed. However, in general the
compression performance of the biorthogonal spline wavelet
systems is worse than that of the CDF-9-7 FB. Therefore,
in coding applications, choosing a wavelet system seems a
tradeoff between compression performance and computational
complexity.
In 1989, Coifman proposed the idea of constructing orthonormal wavelets with vanishing moments equally distributed for the scaling function and wavelet [9], [10]. Such
wavelets, so called coiflets, were first constructed in [10] and
later in [11] by different methods.
Let us consider the following two interesting observations:
i) coiflets are closer to exact symmetric than the orthonormal
Daubechies wavelets constructed in [12]; ii) some symmetric
biorthogonal wavelets are very close to some coiflets [1, pp.
278–285], [2]. These observations may suggest that if we relax
orthogonality and keep vanishing moments equally distributed
for scaling function and wavelet it might be possible to obtain
less asymmetric, or exactly symmetric, biorthogonal wavelet
systems. In [11], a generalization of coiflets to the biorthogonal
setting was introduced and a family of biorthogonal Coifman
wavelet systems, parameterized by the same degree of moments for both two scaling functions and both two wavelets,
was developed. In particular, the coefficients of the associated
dual filters were all dyadic rational numbers with specific
formulae for all orders. The maximally flat FIR linear-phase
wavelet systems constructed in [4] are, in fact, the evenordered biorthogonal Coifman wavelet systems. However, this
was not explicitly pointed out in [4].
B. Aim of the Paper
In this paper, we generalize the biorthogonal Coifman
to include a variable
wavelet systems from [11],
say
where
degree of vanishing moments for the wavelet
the degrees of vanishing moments for the scaling function
and the wavelet are the same and fixed (which turns out to
fix the degree of vanishing moments of the scaling function
as well), say
We refer to these systems as general
biorthogonal Coifman wavelet systems (GBCW systems), and
the original biorthogonal Coifman wavelet systems of [11]
with the same degree of vanishing moments for all four
are referred to as strict biorthogonal
functions
Coifman wavelet systems, an important special case of the
general version. A time-domain design method is employed,
which does not rely on spectral factorization, and is straightforward, because the vanishing moment conditions and the perfect
reconstruction conditions can be translated into a set of linear
conditions and a set of bilinear conditions on the associated
dual filters, respectively, and the filter coefficients can be easily
determined by solving simultaneous linear equations. We show
and
with the same parity, a unique solution
that for any
closed-form expressions for the
exists. For the case
impulse responses and the frequency responses of the dual
filters are derived. Even though we do not impose symmetry
constraints in our construction, even-ordered members in this
family are exactly symmetric.
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It turns out that the GBCW systems are useful for image transform coding and seem to be quite comparable to
the wavelet systems used in the state-of-the art image data
compression systems. In particular, three GBCW FB’s are
shown to have competitive compression potential to the CDF9-7 wavelet FB. They have not been applied to wavelet
transform coding in the literature. We apply several filterbased metrics proposed in [7], including regularity, shiftvariant impulse response, shift-variant step response, and
weighted subband coding gain, to systematically compare the
compression performance of the four wavelet FB’s.
Moreover, due to the dyadic coefficients in the GBCW FB’s,
one can improve the implementation of the DWT/IDWT defined by these filters via replacing multiplications by additions
in floating-point arithmetic in a systematic manner. Compared
to the work in [8], we give a more general method to quickly
compute the multiplications by dyadic fractions, which can
be used for both the GBCW systems and the biorthogonal
spline wavelet systems of any order. Though the increase in
speed-up (from
to
with a smaller constant for a
length- signal) is not as dramatic as the speed-up going from
a discrete Fourier transform to a fast Fourier transform (from
to
it may be useful in practice in terms
of both software and hardware implementations. The resulting
fast transformation is promising in those real-time applications
where the data sets being processed are very large, e.g. digital
video coding, fingerprint image compression.
Some of the wavelet systems reported by other researchers
are related to our work. The synthesis filters of even-ordered
GBCW systems have already been known in different forms in
the literature [13]–[16]. After finishing this work, the authors
realized some other results related to this work [5], [17],
[18]. In [5], the whole family of even-ordered GBCW systems
were constructed by lifting Donoho wavelets, and the moment
property of scaling functions were explicitly pointed out.
Some of the GBCW systems were discussed in terms of their
construction and compression capability in [17, pp. 214–218,
p. 249], and [18]. We shall provide more detailed discussions
on the relation between these results and ours in the remaining
of the paper as is appropriate.
Even though some of the systems constructed in our work
have already been known, the novelty of this independent work
lies in the following aspects:
• the construction scheme used in this work is quite different from those used in the aforementioned literature;
can be con• the odd-ordered GBCW systems
structed with the scheme, which form a new family to
the best of our knowledge;
the explicit formulae for the analysis
• for the case
filters are novel;
• the systematic analysis of the compression potentials of
three GBCW systems show that they are promising in
transform coding applications.
C. Outline of the Paper and Notation
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we introduce the concepts of general biorthogonal
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condition is given by (see [2])
(5)
or equivalently
(6)

Fig. 1. Block diagram for a two-band biorthogonal FB and the
~
=
( 1)n h
associated wavelets and scaling functions (g (n)
n); and for a perfect reconstruction
(1
n); g
~(n) = ( 1)n h(1
^ = X ):
system X

0

0

0

0

Coifman wavelet systems, construct the associated dual filters,
develop several interesting properties thereof, and formalize
new arithmetic computational features for these new systems
that speed up processing time. Also, we consider two special
subclasses of GBCW systems in this section. In Section III,
we present a systematic study of the compression abilities of
three systems in this family in comparison with the CDF-9-7
systems. Section IV concludes the paper.
The following notation will be used in this paper. The
symbols and denote the set of real numbers and the set of
integers, respectively. All integrals and summations without
and
explicit limits indicate that the actual limits are
For any
The symbol
denotes Kronecker
if and only if
For a
delta symbol, i.e.,
and
respectively, denote the transpose
matrix
and inverse of

and
where
Definition 1: A biorthogonal wavelet system
is a GBCW system of order
if the vanishing moments of
or
are of
one of the two function pairs, either
Without loss of generality, in the remainder of this
degree
paper we assume that in a GBCW system and satisfy
for
for

(7)
(8)

From the above definition, we obtain the following lemma
immediately.
Lemma 2: For a GBCW system of order
the vanishing moments of are also of degree
i.e.,
for

(9)

Proof: Using (2) and (4), one can show that the conditions (7) and (8) are equivalent to
for

(10)

for

(11)

and

II. GENERAL BIORTHOGONAL COIFMAN WAVELET SYSTEMS
Therefore, we deduce that

A. Problem Formulation
and
be the impulse responses of a pair of dual
Let
lowpass filters, respectively, the synthesis filter and the analysis filter, in a two-band biorthogonal FB (see Fig. 1). The
associated scaling functions and are recursively defined
as

for

(12)

taking the th derivative on both sides of
For
we infer that
(6) and evaluating it at
or equivalently

(1)
(13)
and
(2)
The associated wavelets

and

which implies that the vanishing moments of
degree
Combining (11) and (13), we conclude that

are also of

are defined as
(3)
for

(14)

and
(4)
forms a twoSuch a set of four functions,
band biorthogonal wavelet system. The perfect reconstruction

Thus, we have translated the vanishing moment conditions on
the scaling function and the wavelet in the definition of
the GBCW system into a set of linear conditions on the dual
In fact, using an argument similar to that in
filters and
the above proof we can prove the following lemma.
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Lemma 3: For a pair of dual filters and in a biorthogonal wavelet system, if satisfies the conditions (11) and (13),
then satisfies the condition (10).

B. Construction of Synthesis Filter
1) Impulse Response: We construct the dual filters and
using the biorthogonality conditions (5) and the linear
using (14).
conditions (14) and (10). We first determine
to have the minimal length among all filters
We require
satisfying (14), and denote the one associated with the thSince there are
independent
order GBCW system by
in (14), we define that
starts with
conditions on
and ends with
Note that these linear
conditions on the filter coefficients naturally divides into two
parts, on the even-indexed coefficients and on the odd-indexed
coefficients. For the first part, it is easy to see the solution is
exactly that
(15)
For the second part, since the coefficient matrix of these
simultaneous linear equations is a Vandermonde matrix, which
is nonsingular, there is always a unique solution. The closedform formulae for these odd-indexed coefficients are given by
the following.
then
• If
• If
then for

(16)

(17)
• If

then for

(18)

(19)
is
From (15), it is easy to see that the actual length of
for
In particular, the indices are from
to
if is even, and from
to if is odd. For
such that
while the synthesis filter in
a given order

the th-order GBCW system is longer than the synthesis filter
in the th-order biorthogonal spline wavelet system whose
both of them have
nonzero coefficients.
length is
Filters satisfying (15) are commonly called interpolating
filters or à trous filters, which are used in the à trous algorithm
to quickly compute samples of a continuous wavelet transform
[15], [19].
2) Frequency Response: From (15), (17), and (19), we
is given
deduce that the frequency response of the filter
by the following.
• If

then

(20)
• If

then
(21)

and
we conclude from (20) that the coefficients
are all dyadic fractions (we ignore the normalizing
of
From (17), we know that the coefficients of
factor
are all
the polynomial (in terms of
dyadic fractions. Therefore, according to (21) the coefficients
are all dyadic fractions.
of
3) Interpolating Scaling Functions: A scaling function
is interpolating or cardinal if
for all
The advantage of using interpolating scaling functions is
that the interpolatory reconstruction of a function
satisfies that
for all
The synthesis scaling functions of even-ordered
GBCW systems are known to be interpolating [5]. Applying
Th. 10 in [5] and using (21) one can verify that the synthesis
scaling functions of odd-ordered GBCW systems are also
interpolating.
there are two types
4) Symmetry: For a lowpass filter
of symmetry: (a) whole-point symmetric (WPS), i.e.,
for some constant
and
(b) half-point
for some constant
symmetric (HPS), i.e.,
and
From (15), (17), and (19), it is clear that
is WPS about the origin, i.e.,
if and only
is even. A question naturally arises: can one construct
if
by increasing the length of
to obtain more
some “new”
degrees of freedom so that the resulting filters are: i) HPS; ii)
The following two lemmas provides the
WPS for odd
answer.
cannot be
Lemma 4: For a GBCW system of order
HPS if

Since
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Proof: If
according to (14)

and

then

our method, we use all the remaining degrees of freedom
to maximize the number of vanishing moments of
or
such that
equivalently, to maximize
for

(28)

(22)
(23)
which cannot be zero and is conflict with (14).
Lemma 5: For a GBCW system of order
cannot be
is odd.
WPS if
and
is odd, then
Proof: If
using (11) we deduce that

We set
We denote such a filter by
and thus we infer that
and
Assume
starts with
and ends with
that
We attempt to solve (5) and (28), a total of
simultaneous linear equations, to determine the coefficients
From Lemma 6, we know that
and
have the
of
same parity.
equations in
Using (15), we can rewrite the
(5), which all contain some explicit terms of even-indexed
coefficients, as, for

(24)

(25)
(26)
and is conflict with
which implies
the assumption that the degree of vanishing moments is
5) Relation to Other Results in the Literature: The synthesis filters of the even-ordered GBCW systems have already
been known in different forms in the literature. They are called
Deslauriers-Dubuc filters because Deslauriers and Dubuc first
used them in the context of interpolating subdivision for
construction of smooth curves [13]. In [14], Ansari et al. called
these filters Lagrangian halfband filters because they are halfband and can be constructed using Lagrangian interpolation,
and show that both the orthogonal Daubechies filters and the
biorthogonal spline wavelet filters as well as their variations
(e.g., the CDF-9-7 system) can be derived from these filters
using spectral factorization. These filters can also be found as
autocorrelation functions of the orthogonal Daubechies filters
[15], [16]. In addition, these filters are discussed in the recent
textbook by Strang and Nguyen [17, pp. 214–218].

(29)
even-indexed coefficients
which implies that the
can be uniquely determined by the odd-indexed
of
and
with the above
coefficients of
equations. Hence, we intend to determine the odd-indexed
we define
coefficients first. For any impulse response
We use (29) to rewrite
the left-hand side of (28) as

(30)

(31)

C. Construction of Analysis Filter
1) Impulse Response:
Lemma 6: Assume that for a GBCW system of order
the lengths of and are and
respectively. Then and
satisfy
if
if

is odd;
is even.

(32)

(27)

(33)

Lemma 6 can be proved by using (5) and the fact that

Therefore, if
then we can
for
odd-indexed coefficients by solving
determine the
simultaneous linear equations, i.e.,
a total of
equations without explicit terms of those even-indexed
equations from (28) using the
coefficients from (5) and
above rewritten forms. Next, we discuss how to solve these
and
linear equations for two cases

For a given filter
(5) gives
linear
conditions on the filter
According to Lemma 3, the conHence, there are
ditions (10) are automatically satisfied by
degrees of freedom. According to Lemma 6,
In
there is at least one degree of freedom in determining
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a) The case

Due to (14), (29) becomes
for
We write
these equations and those from (5) using a matrix format,
or

We observe that, because the matrix
only depends on
the odd-indexed coefficients of
only depends on
too.
Furthermore, by comparing (17) and (19) with (38) and (39),
then
we conclude that if
(40)

..
.
(34)
and
are a
lowerwhere
upper-triangle
triangle matrix and a
matrix, respectively, as in (35) and (36), shown at the bottom
is an
Vandermonde matrix,
of the page. The matrix
(37), shown at the bottom of the next page; the matrices
and
are zero matrices of proper sizes; the
and
are zero vectors of lengths
and
vectors
respectively;
is a vector of length , and is
given by
Since the determinant of is the product of the determinants
and
which are all nonsingular matrices,
of
the matrix is also nonsingular. Thus, there always exists a
We here give the formulae for all
unique solution
in three cases,
the nonzero odd-indexed coefficients of
as follows.
then
• If
• If
then for

the coefficients of
Since we have known that for any
are all dyadic fractions, from (40) and (29) we conclude that
are all dyadic fractions as well.
the coefficients of
The structure of those simultaneous
b) The case
linear equations is more involved for this case. We use an
indirect approach that is similar to the one used in [5, Sect.
8.2]. In fact, (33) provides a way to recursively calculate

for
where

(41)

Now we can write equations
for
and those from (5) using a matrix format,
where the vector is given by

(42)
(38)
then for

• If

(39)

..
.

and are zero vectors of lengths
and
respectively, and, and are the same as those given for the
Therefore, there always exists a unique solution
case
for this case, though its closed form could be quite
complicated.
From the above discussion, it is easy to see that the actual
is
for
In particular, the
length of

for

..
.

is even
(35)

..
.

for

..
.

..
.

..
.

is odd

for

is even
(36)

..
.

..
.

for

is odd
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indices are from
to
For given
and
such that
while the analysis filter in the thorder GBCW system is longer than the analysis filter in the
th-order biorthogonal spline wavelet system whose length
both of them have
nonzero
is
coefficients.
2) Frequency Response: Using (40), (29), and (15), we
then
infer that if

(43)

integers only a shift operation is needed.2 In addition, for any
there exists a
dyadic fraction of the form
such that has at most
elements,
set
Therefore, multiplication by a
and
dyadic fraction can be implemented as summations of some
weighted versions of the original number with all weights
If the dyadic fraction is very close to
having the form
for some
then the size of will
some dyadic number,
be very small.
Another useful property, which is not possessed by the
biorthogonal spline wavelet systems and some other biorthogonal wavelet systems, is that nearly half of the coefficients
and some of the coefficients of
are zero-valued.
of
This considerably reduces the computational cost of filtering
in the DWT/IDWT.
E. Relation to Other Results in the Literature

(44)

(45)
i.e.,

(46)
and
is the
3) Symmetry: If
then
also satisfies
unique solution for a given
if and
(5) and (28). This implies that
is even. Hence, even though we do not impose the
only if
symmetry constraints in our construction, half the members in
the family of GBCW systems are exactly symmetric.
D. Multiplication-Free DWT/IDWT
and
is that all
One remarkable property of
the filter coefficients are dyadic fractions multiplied by a
This property can be used to reduce
normalizing factor
computational cost of DWT/IDWT in the sense that it can lead
to a multiplication-free DWT/IDWT. For the numbers in IEEE
standard floating-point format, the multiplication by can be
implemented as the addition of to the exponent, while for

..
.

We list in Table I the coefficients of the dual filters
and
for some small
and
Using the criterion
developed in [11], it is easy to check that for the GBCW
and do constitute dual Riesz bases.
systems in Table I,
Note that the GBCW systems of orders 1 and 2 happen to
be the same as the biorthogonal spline wavelets with
and
in [2, Table 6.1], respectively. The even-ordered
GBCW systems have been constructed using the lifting scheme
in [5]. In addition, the moment property of scaling functions
and the uniqueness of solutions were explicitly pointed out
there. A fast wavelet transform algorithm based on the lifting
scheme was proposed in [5]. It emerged from an interesting
viewpoint of system structure, which is quite different from
our arithmetic-based one. However, with our scheme we can
construct both the even-ordered and the odd-ordered GBCW
and
systems and derive the explicit formulae for
for the case
F. Minimum-Length Biorthogonal Coifman Wavelet Systems
In this subsection we consider one special class of the
GBCW systems, in which has the minimum degree of the
vanishing moments for a given degree of vanishing moments
and
for
Definition 7: A GBCW system of order
is called a
minimum-length biorthogonal Coifman wavelet system (ML-

p

2 The normalizing factor
2 can be ignored in the implementation of the
DWT/IDWT by scaling the analysis filters and the synthesis filters by factors
of 2 and 1= 2; respectively, or vice versa, so that perfect reconstruction
is maintained.

p

p

..
.

..
.

for

is even
(37)

..
.

..
.

..
.

for

is odd
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TABLE I
0j! (FOR SOME
~
~
COEFFICIENTS OF hN AND h
N;N~ , RESPECTIVELY, GIVEN BY HN (!) AND HN;N~ (! ) WITH RESPECT TO z = e
VERY LONG FILTERS. WE ONLY LIST HALF THE COEFFICIENTS AND THE OTHER CAN BE DEDUCED BY SYMMETRY)

TABLE II
COMPARISON USING IMAGE-INDEPENDENT MEASURES

BCW system) of order
if the vanishing moments of are
is odd, and of degree 2 for
is even.
of degree 1 for
(or
For an th-order MLBCW system, the length of
is the minimum among all possible lengths of
According to Lemma 6, if
is odd, then
if is odd,
From (38) and (39), we obtain the following
then

TABLE III
COMPARISON USING THE WEIGHTED SBC GAIN

formulae of the coefficients of

(or

for a given
for

is odd
(47)

and (48), shown at the bottom of the page.

for

is even

(48)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Image compression performance (solid line: CDF-9-7; dash-dotted line: GBCW-9-7; dashed line: GBCW-13-7; dotted line: GBCW-13-11).
(a) Lenna. (b) Peppers.

One useful property of the MLBCW system is that both
and
have about half of their coefficients that are
zero-valued.
G. Strict Biorthogonal Coifman Wavelet Systems
Now we consider another special class of the GBCW
systems in which the degree of vanishing moments for is
and
i.e., all four functions have
equal to those of
the same degree of vanishing moments. This subclass of the
GBCW systems was originally introduced in [11].
is called a
Definition 8: A GBCW system of order
strict biorthogonal Coifman wavelet system (SBCW system)
if the degree of vanishing moments for is also
of order
i.e.,
From (38) and (39), we obtain the following formulae of
for a given
the coefficients of

(49)
It

is

straightforward
and

to

check

that

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THREE GBCW
SYSTEMS FOR IMAGE TRANSFORM CODING
We show that the FB’s corresponding to the symmetric
GBCW systems are very suited to image transform coding.
The GBCW systems of orders one and two are the same as
the biorthogonal spline wavelet systems of the same order [2],
in which there are a few short FB’s that have been shown to
have good compression capability [7]. We propose that three
of 9-7 taps,
of 13pair of dual filters,
7 taps, and
of 13-11 taps (we refer to them as

GBCW-9-7, GBCW-13-7, and GBCW-13-11, respectively) in
the family of GBCW systems have remarkable compression
potential. We mainly compare them with the widely used CDF9-7 FB. We apply some image-independent measures as well
as some image-dependent measures to systematically compare
these four FB’s for image transform coding.
A. Image-Independent Measures
In [7], several image-independent measures based on some
properties of the dual filters have been recommended to
evaluate wavelet systems for image transform coding. We list
the comparison results using these measures in Table II.
1) Regularity: It has been well known that the regularity
of wavelet systems is only partially related to the quality of
reconstructed images via wavelet transform coding [3], [7],
[20]. However, for short wavelet filters, regularity is still
closely related to the compression performance [20]. We use
the algorithm by Rioul [21] to estimate Hölder regularity
from dual filters. Usually, smoothness of the synthesis scaling
function is more important than that of the analysis scaling
in determining the quality of a reconstructed
function
image, and the latter is more relevant to energy compaction
capability than the former for smooth images. Therefore, there
is a tradeoff between these two factors when choosing short
wavelet FB’s. The comparison results in Table II indicate
that the GBCW-13-7 FB and the CDF-9-7 FB are better
than the other two FB’s in terms of the distribution of
regularity.
2) Shift-Variant Impulse Response: The impulse response
of an -level combined subband analysis/synthesis system
formed by a pair of dual filters and [7] is defined as
(50)
is an impulse at
and
are the
where
wavelet decomposition and reconstruction operators, respec-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3. Image compression performance (solid line: CDF-9-7; dash-dotted line: GBCW-9-7; dashed line: GBCW-13-7; dotted line: GBCW-13-11).
(a) Boats. (b) Building. (c) Fingerprint-1. (d) Fingerprint-2.

tively; and the wavelet transform domain indicator function
is defined as
if
and
otherwise, where is the set of indices for the subband signal
with the lowest resolution. Since the biorthogonal DWT is
shift-variant, the impulse response defined above also depends
on the location of the impulse. Unlike [7], we here use both
the minimum and the average peak-to-sidelobe ratio (MPSR
possible impulse responses
and APSR) in dB among the
in an -level DWT/IDWT to characterize both the worst-case
and the average oscillatory behavior, or the ringing effect, in
the system response, which usually results in visually annoying
artifacts in reconstructed images. The higher MPSR and APSR
correspond to the weaker ringing behavior.
in our experiments. From Table II, we can
We choose
see that the APSR’s of the GBCW-9-7 FB and the GBCW-

13-11 FB are better than those of the other two FB’s, while
the MPSR’s of the latter two FB’s are better than those of the
former two FB’s.
3) Shift-Variant Step Response: Since the ringing artifact
often occurs near the regions of edges in reconstructed images,
it may also be characterized by both the maximum and the
average fractional overshoot of the second sidelobe (MFOSS
and AFOSS) among the
possible step responses of the combined analysis/synthesis system (defined in a similar way to
impulse response), which are closely related to the worst-case
and the average ringing effect, respectively. Strong overshoots
in the step responses will lead to significant ringing in the
reconstructed image [7].
The comparison results in Table II indicate that the GBCW9-7 FB has much lower AFOSS than the other three FB’s,
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while the GBCW-9-7 FB and the GBCW-13-7 FB are better
than the other two FB’s in terms of the MFOSS.
From the above comparison of the impulse responses and
the step responses for the four FB’s, we can expect that the
GBCW-9-7 FB and the GBCW-13-7 FB will exhibit weaker
ringing artifact than the other two FB’s.
B. Image-Dependent Measures
The energy compaction is one of the most important metrics
in the evaluation of filters used in transform coding schemes.
However, to our knowledge, there is no measure for energy
compaction that can be used independent of images. We
512), peppers (512
choose six test images: Lenna (512
512), boats (576
720), building (a synthetic aperture radar
image, 800 800), fingerprint-1 (768 768) and fingerprint-2
384), which are all 256 gray-level images.
(480
1) Weighted Subband Coding Gain: For a given image
of size
and a subband decomposition scheme, which
into
subband images:
decomposes
the energy compaction property of the FB can be characterized
by weighted subband coding (SBC) gain (see [22] for detailed
discussion on coding gain)
(51)
is a constant related to the image
is the
where
and
are the variances
size of the subband image
and the subband image
respectively,
of the image
is the weight for the subband image
which
and
takes into consideration the different energy contributions
from different subbands due to the nonorthogonality of the
transform. We apply the method proposed in [23] to compute
and here we also propose
these filter-related weights
a new formula that generalizes the simple cases in [23].
Assume that the synthesis channel for the subband image
consists of
filters in the horizontal direction, in the order
and
filters in the vertical direction,
of
(here we consider only
in the order of
is then
the two-dimensional separable FB’s). The weight
given by
(52)
where the -transforms of

and

are respectively given by

(53)
From (51), one can see that SBC gain depends strongly on
image content. It is also partially theoretical, because the
definition of SBC gain is based on some assumptions that
are not always valid in practice. However, due to the lack of
better metrics to measure energy compaction capability, the
SBC gain is still widely used.

Fig. 4. Original Lenna image.

The experimental results are given in Table III. We find that
the SBC gains of GBCW-13-7 FB are slightly better than those
of the other three FB’s for the first four images, and the SBC
gains of the three GBCW FB’s are better than those of the
CDF-9-7 FB for the two fingerprint images.
2) Simulation of Image Transform Coding: We apply the
wavelet transform coding algorithm proposed in [24], which
is one of the state-of-the-art algorithms for still image
compression, to test the rate-distortion performance of the
four FB’s. The rate and the distortion are measured by bit
rate in bits per pixel and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)
in dB, respectively. The simulation results in Figs. 2 and 3
indicate that the four FB’s have very close performance over
a wide range of compression ratios. For the first four images,
the GBCW-13-7 FB is as good as the CDF-9-7 FB, which
is slightly better than the other two FB’s. However, for the
fingerprint images, the GBCW-13-7 FB and the GBCW-1311 FB are a bit better than the CDF-9-7 FB in the range of
medium bit rates, as indicated by the comparison results of
their SBC gains.
We use the Lenna image to compare the perceptual quality
of the images coded by the four FB’s. In order to display various coding artifacts, we choose a high compression ratio 80 : 1.
Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, depict the original Lenna image
and four coded versions. While the global visual qualities of
all four images in Fig. 5 are fairly close, there are a few locally
distinct distortions. The edges in Fig. 5(b) are slightly sharper
than those in the other three images. Fig. 5(b) and 5(c) exhibit
slightly less ringing in the smooth regions around sharp edges
than the other two, which is indeed predicted by our study
of their shift-variant impulse responses and step responses.
Fig. 5(b) maintains a bit more textures than the other three, e.g.
the stripes on the hat. This and the result that the GBCW-13-7
FB performs well in coding fingerprint images may suggest
that it is more suitable for compression of texture images.
We also note that the bright small dot to the left of the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5. Coded Lenna images at 0.1 b/pixel (compression ratio 80 : 1) by: (a) CDF-9-7 (30.23 dB); (b) GBCW-13-7 (30.16 dB); (c) GBCW-9-7 (30.01
dB); (d) GBCW-13-11 (30.00 dB).

hat in Fig. (4) is well preserved in Fig. 5(b)–(d) but severely
blurred in Fig. 5(a), which indicates that the three GBCW FB’s
preserve the intensity of impulses better than the CDF-9-7 FB
does. Therefore, we conclude that even though Fig. 5(a) has
the highest PSNR, Fig. 5(b) shows the best perceived quality,
and the other two images are perceptually almost as good
as Fig. 5(a) though their PSNR’s are more than 0.2dB lower
than that of Fig. 5(a).
Having completed this work, the authors learned that the
comparison between the CDF-9-7 FB and the GBCW-9-7 FB
was also performed using different coding algorithms in [17,
pp. 249] and [18]. Their results are similar to ours: while

the CDF-9-7 FB has slight advantage in terms of PSNR and
maximum error, the GBCW-9-7 FB results in perceptually
better image quality.

C. Computational Complexity
It is well known that DWT/IDWT of a length- signal have
computational complexity if the lengths of the dual
filters used in the transformation are relatively short compared
However, the constants in the
representation can
to
be quite different for different wavelet systems used in the
transformation. The following proposition gives in general the
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF THE COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITIES IN TERMS OF THE
AVERAGE NUMBER OF OPERATIONS REQUIRED TO COMPUTE EACH
COEFFICIENT IN THE TRANSFORMATION (THE SYMBOLS “ ;”
“ ;” AND “ b ” STAND FOR FLOATING-POINT MULTIPLICATION,
FLOATING-POINT ADDITION, AND MULTIPLICATION BY b ; RESPECTIVELY)

+

2

22

2

computational complexity of the DWT and the IDWT using a
symmetric biorthogonal system.
one-dimensional, realProposition 9: For a lengthvalued signal, a symmetric analysis lowpass filter of length
and a symmetric synthesis lowpass filter of length
the
numbers of floating-point additions required in a -level DWT
and a -level IDWT are given, respectively, by
for

and

are odd

for

and

are even

(54)

and

the original image data are integers, then the DWT will
be even faster, because the multiplications by
can be
implemented as using the binary shift operations. Therefore,
the total computational costs of the DWT/IDWT using the
three GBCW FB’s are smaller than using the CDF-9-7 FB.
It might be interesting to combine the proposed
multiplication-free algorithm with other fast wavelet transform
algorithms (e.g. the lifted fast wavelet transform [5]), which
may lead to computationally more efficient algorithms. In
addition, the following question might be a topic of future
research: for a certain biorthogonal wavelet system with
dyadic filter coefficients, which implementation is optimal in
terms of computational complexity?
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the design of a novel class of biorthogonal wavelet systems, the GBCW systems, which possess
several remarkable properties. In particular, three FB’s in this
family have been shown to be competitive with the CDF9-7 FB in DWT-based image compression. Furthermore, the
multiplication-free DWT/IDWT using the GBCW systems are
promising in the realization of real-time image and video
codec. Therefore, we feel that these GBCW systems are
serious candidates for the choice of wavelet systems in current
and future image/video transform coding standards.

(55)
The numbers of floating-point multiplications required in a
-level DWT and a -level IDWT are identical and given by
(56)
is the number of coefficients needed to be
where
computed in the transformation and given by
where we assume for simplicity that
is a multiple of
Obviously, the quantity
only depends on the length
of the signal and the number of decomposition/reconstruction
levels, and does not depend on the dual filters.
The proof of the above proposition is straightforward.
According to Proposition 9, the computational complexity of
the DWT/IDWT using the CDF-9-7 FB, whose coefficients
are all irrationals, is exactly determined by those formulae.
For the GBCW FB’s, we can apply a multiplication-free
scheme for DWT/IDWT, where the most computationally
costly operations, floating-point multiplications, are replaced
by the computationally cheap operations, multiplications of
or binary shifts, at the cost of a reasonable increase in the
number of floating-point additions. In addition, some useful
properties of the GBCW FB’s can be applied to further reduce
the complexity. For instance, all the coefficients of the three
discussed GBCW FB’s are very close to some dyadic numbers
so that the increases of floating-point additions are small.
The special properties of the GBCW FB’s lead to the
flexibility of implementations of the multiplication-free
DWT/IDWT, which results in slightly different computational
complexities. In our implementations, the numbers of
floating-point additions are minimized. We lists the resulted
computational complexities corresponding to the three GBCW
FB’s, as well as that of the GBCW-9-7 FB, in Table IV. If
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